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Another Kind of Community
by Lindsay Burkholder
lindsay.burkholder@covenant.edu

Over 200 people showed up for
the Alumni Reunion lunch held at
the newly launched Brow Wood
community on the south end of
campus.
“We had a lot of fun,” said Marshall Brock, one of the directors of
AALC Inc., the company behind
the project. “It was the kind of thing
that I think this was all about, the
kind of easy-going community we’d

like to create that will benefit both
those living at Brow Wood and the
students of Covenant College.”
Brow Wood is a master-planned
community for active adults, and
has several options for residence: lots
for purchase or lease to build homes
on, apartment rental, and assisted
living, according to its directors.
Properties cost anywhere from
$85,000 to $203,000. Monthly rental
would be determined based on which
amenities residents chose and what
kind of health care they required.

The idea of this type of community has been bouncing around
Covenant for over 40 years.
“I’d had some exposure to it when
I was president,” said Frank Brock,
former president of Covenant.
The idea resurfaced at a board
meeting and a committee was
formed — including Frank Brock,
Joel Belz, and Bob Avis — to make
it into a reality.
“The vision changed a number of
times over the ensuing years,” said
Brock. “We knew we wanted to take

advantage of the amenities that were
already on Lookout Mountain, like the
golf course and Covenant College.”
The idea was partially in response
to a limited number of assisted living
facilities in the Chattanooga area.
Brock would like to see both communities benefiting each other, with
students volunteering at Brow Wood,
and its residents passing on stories
and life experience to students. It
even opens up the possibility of a
gerontology major at Covenant.
Over the next five years, the

directors hope to see significant
growth. Thirteen lots have already
been sold, and the groundbreaking
for the assisted living program will
hopefully take place this summer.
Many people are interested in the
idea. William Nash, who attended
Covenant from ‘72 to ‘74, certainly
is. “The property here is a great idea
because of the community and it being close to Covenant," he said, taking
note of the beautiful views. "Maybe
one day I could move here...," he said,
looking out beyond the mountain.

Ding Dong! The Floor is Not Dead
by Rebekah Taft
rebekah.taft@covenant.edu

“Ding dong, the floor is dead,”
English professor Cliff Foreman
posted in response to weeks of
inactivity on the Wittenberg
Floor, an informal electronic bulletin board that exists to facilitate
conversation among Covenant
students, faculty, and staff.
Because of low posting activity,
Student Senate has decided to give
the forum a new home, away from

the maze of the public folders it’s been
submerged in for the last 11 years and
connected with Covenant’s website.
“They redid public folders when
they were changing to Outlook last
year and readership was declining, so it
became apparent that the Wittenberg
Floor needed to be in a different form
to fulfill its purpose,” said student
moderator and senior Anna Wiersema.
In order to make this happen,
Student Senate recruited computer
science majors Andrew Bikle and
Paul Stark to create a new website

over the summer.
Thanks to their work, the forum
can be accessed at wittenbergfloor.
kepler.covenant.edu. The site
requires users to go through a registration process where they agree to
the terms of the website and enter
their email address and a password.
“It’s not to limit, but to make it
hospitable for all kinds of viewers,”
said Wiersema.
The new site is part of an overall
continued on page 3
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Fall Festivities
by Grace Mullaney
grace.mullaney@covenant.edu

Rock City Corn Maze

The smell of bonfires is in the
air. We’re crunching leaves under our feet and watching them
change colors on the trees. The
air is turning crisp. Autumn is
here! Looking for a way to get
off campus? Want something to
look forward to after fall break?
You’re in luck!
Chattanooga is the place to be
for fun fall festivities.

When: October 13 - October 30
(Thursdays through Sundays)
Where: Rock City
Miles from Covenant: 3
Rock City has a variety of festivities prepared for your enjoyment!
Have a funnel cake, catch a hayride, shoot a corn cannon, or get
lost in their infamous corn maze.

Oktoberfest

Live Music at Rock
City Starbucks

When: October 22 - 23
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Where: 1826 Reggie White
Blvd., Chattanooga, TN 37408
Miles from Covenant: 8
Head down the mountain to
join this annual Chattanooga
celebration of German music,
food, and beer (if your mom
happens to be visiting you for
the weekend).

When: October 20
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Where: Rock City
Miles from Covenant: 3
Every third Thursday of each
month, Starbucks will host a
free fireside concert featuring
local musicians. Past events have
featured music from our own
Covenant musicians. Don’t miss
this free opportunity!

Ketners Mill
Country
When: October 15
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Where: Ketners Mill Lane,
Whitwell, TN 37397
Miles from Covenant: 30
Cost: $6
Thinking about taking a day trip
over fall break? Consider taking
a little hike over to East Tennessee’s annual arts fair! From fine
arts to hand-woven baskets to
food vendors, come meet local
artists and enjoy their craft.

Faculty Quote of the Week

Haunted Cavern
When: Oct. 20 - Nov. 4
8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Where: Ruby Falls, 1720 South
Scenic Highway, Chattanooga,
TN 27409
Miles from Covenant: 6
Can’t wait for Halloween? You
don’t have to! Attend Ruby
Falls’ Haunted Cavern. Located
right here on Lookout Mountain, this attraction is sure to be
spooky and fun.

Rock Creek
Fall Festival
When: November 4, 2011
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Where: Rock Creek Fellowship,
5209 Lula Lake Road Lookout
Mountain, GA 30750
Miles from Covenant: 6
Enjoy a fall festival at Rock City
Fellowship, complete with a pie
eating contest, games, a soup
dinner, and football.

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“I like to say that Covenant is a little like living in a monastery: the professors take a vow
of poverty, the students take a vow of chastity, and we all struggle with obedience.”
					 					
-Dr. Follett on monasticism and missions in early Britain
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Wittenberg
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refreshing of the Wittenberg
Floor, spearheaded by Student
Senate, Wiersema and other active students and professors who
want to foster meaningful discussions across campus.
“The goal for this semester is to
resuscitate the floor by letting students know it exists and by slowly
building a vibrant discussioncommunity,” said Wiersema.
The kind of discussion that
happens on the Wittenberg
Floor has long been a part of the
Covenant tradition. According
to Foreman, the forum started
in 2000 when Covenant first got
an official email system, and it
became quite popular.
“Students were arguing and writing without being assigned to do it.
It seemed to be freedom of speech
at its best,” said Foreman, who was
the first moderator of the forum.
In the eight years since the Wittenberg Floor began, there were
periods of high and low readership
and the floor saw several different
moderators. Then in 2008, after
some inappropriate posts, Student
Senate decided to shut the Wittenberg Floor down for a trial
semester and use a physical door
for people to post ideas on in the
mailroom instead. Senate believed
that the online forum isolated
users from any real accountability
for their words. A physical door,
they thought, would require people to invest more time in posts
and allow for public, face-to-face
discussion of important issues.
Students complained about it
and after three months, Student
Senate decided to open the online
forum up again. But now the
forum has a senate-appointed editor and a new set of rules, which
are still in place today.
According to Foreman, much
of the inactivity on the floor
is rooted in the occurrences in
2008. “Shutting it down really
killed it,” he said. “It was nothing like it had been in the past.”
Still, a hopeful Wiersema
thinks readership will rise in the
coming semesters. “Students
have questions and what they
really want is a response. They
can find that through the new
website,” she said.
Ding dong. It seems the
floor’s not dead yet.

Students enjoy lunch at the Higland Games as a part of Homecoming activites

Fresh Opportunities
by Sam Bestvater

COVENANT.EDU

sam.bestvater@covenant.edu

Last weekend, while nostalgic alumni
wandered the campus and students
jumped on the chapel lawn trampoline, the Curriculum Committee and
the Board of Trustees were meeting to
patch up a couple of holes in the range
of programs available to students.
Starting next year, Covenant College
will be offering majors in German
studies and international studies, as
well as a minor in film studies.
“The new programs won’t create
new classes; they’re clumping existing classes into new groups,” said
Dr. Robert Rayburn, a member of
the Board of Trustees.
The international studies major
is made up of courses in history,
economics, community development, statistics, and political
studies. It will also carry a substantial foreign language requirement,
including a study abroad element.
An international studies major
was a component of Covenant’s
Strategic Plan, but it wasn’t until
now that the Plan established it,
partially because a political studies
program had to come first.
“Political studies was the missing piece,” said the new Associate
Professor of Political Studies, Dr.
Cale Horne.
Now that this piece is in place as
of this fall, Covenant’s international
studies major is poised to become
one of a few of its kind.
“Students will come out of this
program with an exceptional skill
set, very well prepared for a variety

Dr. Neiles is one of many professors who will be participating in the new programs.

of careers,” said Horne.
Also capitalizing on Covenant’s
new political studies program is
the German studies major, which
will combine advanced German
language courses with courses in
European history, politics, and
continental art and culture. “Many
schools are dropping their German majors,” said Dr. Tom Neiles,
who will be directing the program.
“Nobody else in Chattanooga has

anything like this.”
In addition to the two added majors, Covenant students will be able
to minor in film studies, starting next
year. Under the direction of Camille
Hallstrom, the new minor will combine previously offered courses in literature, theatre, and film. For 2012,
however, Covenant is considering the
addition of a full-time film professor,
and a film major could follow.

4 Arts

Alia
by Abigail Barnett
abigail.barnett@covenant.edu

Creature Feature
by Jonathan Auffarth
jonathan.auffarth@covenant.edu

Part II
The moon hid behind a carpet of
clouds soaked red as the last of the
daylight faded. Lawrence at last met
the one he was waiting for: Gypsy, a
twenty-something drug dealer with
a thick Eastern European accent.
“People here, they think I am a
gypsy because my family is Romani.
I tell them there have been no
gypsies in my family for generations. They are a dying breed, I tell
you…”
Lawrence’s eyes wandered. He
smelled something he couldn’t quite
place; something reminding him
of his childhood, his days on the
moors. He searched the few people
that wandered around the plaza,
trying to make the connection.
Across the fountain, a man stood
with a bag of seed as a flock of
pigeons surrounded him.
There it was — beyond a great
mossy oak next to a drinking fountain stood a police officer mounted
on a horse. “New York’s finest,” he
thought, “ — the worst.”
“Do we have to do this out in the
open?” Lawrence asked.
“It’s a wonder I’m here at all —
you see that cop? He is the least of
my problems. This park is not safe
at night. You heard of the killings?”
Lawrence was sweating profusely;
his head felt like fire.
“I’d rather not go into it. This is
fine. Could we just hurry it up?”
“Whatever you say, mister busi-

ness man.” Gypsy twisted off one of
the handlebars of his bike to reveal
a small compartment and pulled
out a prescription bottle. “I brought
the painkillers you asked for, as well
as that herb — what was it? Dogsbreath? Dogsbeard?”
The tendons in Lawrence’s wrist
began to pop and crack, reshaping.
“The wolfsbane! Quick!” said
Lawrence.
“Oh, yeah, that’s the one. Sort of
an unusual request, but hey, I can
get whatever you need — that is, of
course, assuming you brought the
cash.”
“Everything is in order. Now,
please, hurry,” Lawrence said, dropping a wad of bills on the bench
between them, bound in a rubber
band.
“You got it.” Gypsy took off his
bike seat and withdrew a Ziploc bag
taped underneath it.
Lawrence grit his teeth at the
sight of the dark green herb within
the plastic. He took the bag and
shut his eyes, his furrowed brow
twitching in agony. “Listen, I don’t
have much time. So what I’m about
to do, you can’t ask any questions
about.” Lawrence’s ears perked
up. Pigeons cooed from across
the plaza. He could still smell the
beef frying in the Italian food cart.
Lawrence dug through the bag and
pulled out a handful of the herb.
He shoved it into his mouth.
Gypsy’s eyes widened. “That
stuff’s poisonous — I thought you
were trying to off an ex-wife! I
didn’t know this would turn into

some weird voodoo suicide.”
Lawrence struggled to swallow.
“I’m fine. I have to do this, no matter how unbearable. I have a condition. This curbs some… negative
side effects. I can only take small
doses—”
Lawrence noticed his hand was
exposed. It was changed — a hairy
sinister claw. He hid it in his coat.
“Unbelievable,” Gypsy said.
Lawrence looked at him. “What?”
“You’ve got one hell of a five
o’clock shadow. I swear it’s grown
since I’ve been here.”
Lawrence sighed in relief. “Oh,
yeah. You wouldn’t believe the
amount of razors I — ” Lawrence
stopped cold.
“Hiya, Larry,” said a voice beside
him.
“Gypsy, do you see anyone standing beside me?” Lawrence asked.
Gypsy saw no one. “I think,
maybe, you should stop eating that
stuff...”
The figure moved like liquid, its
voice distorted like words spoken
through spinning fan blades. Lawrence was the only one who could
see it.
The figure laughed. “Did you
think you could get rid of me —
with what, a plant? No, I’m afraid
tonight’s the night, and, sure
enough, you’ll turn. Unless you do
what you know is right.”
Lawrence’s claw balled into a fist
inside his coat pocket. “You know
I won’t.”
Gypsy stared, confused. “Well,
addiction or not, you need help.”

The figure stopped in front of
Lawrence and stared him down.
“You can’t hide what you are, Larry,
what you’ve done. You’re the reason
I’m dead — how many have you
killed?”
“How do I know you’re not just a
projection of my own guilt? Maybe
I’m crazy.” Lawrence said.
Gypsy looked at his watch.
“Maybe you are. I’m pretty sure
I’m real. Look, is there someone I
should call?”
The figure raised a hand to its
face. “Larry, come on. Look at me,
half my face is missing, just like the
day I died. See this?” it said, poking
a gaping gash that ran across its
face. “These are claw marks. Your
claw marks.”
Lawrence stared into the figure’s
eyes. The trees shook with the
wind’s embrace, shedding leaves in
a gust of dried foliage.
He grasped one last handful of
the wolfsbane and ingested it.
The figure faded away.
“I think that plant is messing
with your head, man,” said Gypsy.
Lawrence turned and looked at
him.
“Thanks for the drugs but I’ve got
to go. I’ve got a date across town.”
To be continued...
Tune in next week for the epic conclusion involving a beautiful woman,
fine dining, and animalistic rage!

For years, Covenant College
has provided opportunities for
musicians of all types to show
off their stuff, and for budding
music artist Alia Hollback,
it’s no different. Alia has been
playing and composing music
since she was 7, and ever since
that fateful day when she
discovered her grandfather’s
dusty harmonica in a drawer,
she has pursued a music career, which began successfully
when she was 18 and had her
first live show.
Her composing style is
unique, as she chooses to create
a melody while trying to be as
original as she possibly can be,
often playing chords that she
simply likes the sound of. This
leads to creative and interesting
songs that can be composed of
many different instruments. Alia
has not limited herself to one
instrument, but plays a variety,
including guitar, mandolin, dulcimer, and fiddle, which leads to
a very interesting mix of sounds.
Not only does Alia compose
her own music — she writes
her own lyrics too, choosing
unusual rhyming and often
building songs around a single
word or phrase.
However, it’s not all about
the music to Alia. She hopes
that through her music, she
can reach out to people as well
and has made that her main
goal. In writing this music, she
attempts to speak to people and
to connect with them in a more
intimate way. She does this, and
very well. Alia is a musician with
both talent and heart, and she is
most certainly one to watch.

ALIA’S PERFORMANCE

When:
Saturday, October
22
Where:
Sanderson 215
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A Step in the Right Direction
by Clayton Powers
clayton.powers@covenant.edu

Too many are “just OK” with a
mediocre life, satisfied with mediocre
achievements and happy to surround
themselves with other mediocre men
and women who share their lack of
drive to improve themselves or achieve
something truly great. Sadly, these people accept that they will never be more
than mediocre parents and spouses.
The movie Courageous addresses this
lifestyle in men who are satisfied with
less, who believe that paying the bills
entitles them to ignore their spouses

and children in favor of a few hours in
front of the TV for the big game.
But the Bible calls these same men,
and especially those who have committed themselves to the covenant
relationships of marriage and fatherhood, to be more than “good enough”
or “just OK.” Throughout the course
of Courageous, the newest film from
Sherwood Pictures, comprised of the
members of the Georgia-based church
responsible for Facing the Giants and
Fireproof, five men struggle with what
it means to be fathers and husbands
who live according to a Biblical ethic.
Through a shared desire to achieve this

end, these friends, brothers in bond,
rise above the “just OK” ethic of the
world to provide for their families not
only monetarily through a 9-to-5 job,
but by leading them in faith towards
spiritual maturity, despite the difficulties they encounter along the way.
In the face of temptation, loss, and
desperation, these men fight against
mediocre manhood with integrity,
modeling for Christian husbands and
fathers what it means to be courageous,
not in their own strength, but with the
backing of the perfect Father every step
of the way. Examples abound in both
the New and Old Testaments of men

who were charged with being leaders
and rulers who observe justice, fighters
who lay their lives down for a righteous
cause, and peacemakers who speak with
love and mercy: thinkers, action-takers,
decision-makers, and especially fathers,
who are tasked with the headship of a
household. More than all of these, the
Bible calls men to be courageous.
While many secular and even Christian moviegoers have dismissed movies
like Facing the Giants and Fireproof in
the past on the basis of the lack of production quality and poor performances,
I believe that Courageous is bound to
satisfy a wider range of viewers. With

the success of Sherwood Pictures’ previous efforts on the silver screen, Courageous has been produced on a level on
par with many more mainstream films,
and the returning cast members are
noticeably more comfortable in their
roles. With a cast of everymen and a
realistic depiction of their personal trials
and victories that many moviegoers
will be able to relate to, Courageous is a
breath of fresh air in a culture choked
with profanity and selfishness. By continuing to support the efforts of groups
like Sherwood, the Church can work
to bring traditional values back to the
forefront in American cinema.

Curse Your Albums

by Alex Whitaker
alex.whitaker@covenant.edu

David Bazan is a lyrical genius. As
the former front man of the band
Pedro The Lion and as a solo artist, he has become one of the most
influential people in my life. Never
in my life have I heard music as
honest and accurately descriptive
of what it means to hurt and to
be hurt. Bazan makes it is easy to
empathize with the pain of a broken relationship or the confusion
and doubt that accompanies the
notion of the existence of God.
I think it is safe to say that everyone has experienced at least one of
these pains in their life. In the past I
have questioned why children starve
to death, entire people groups are
wiped out in wars or natural disasters, and other events too terrible to
even speak of occur across the globe.

But even more, I have questioned
God about why it seems that He just
lets these things happen.
Bazan’s 2009 album, Curse
Your Branches, speaks to this
question quite a bit. But after
having been an avid Bazan
listener for a few years now, I
have had to take a step back
to re-examine what it is about
his music that not only draws
me in, but keeps me there.
I know that it can’t just be
the fact that he is a fantastic
musician (which he is). There
is so much more to his songs
than just musical talent. Most
significantly, his lyrics, which
are obviously written from
personal experience, often
tend to be bitter and bleak.
The longer I listened to
songs like “When We Fell”
and “Cold Beer and Ciga-

rettes” (from Fewer Moving Parts), the
more Bazan’s message began to shake

the very foundation upon which my
faith had been built. Inevitably doubt
soon became second nature
to me. Unfortunately it is
also pretty easy for me to
get depressed. Usually after
listening to Bazan for more
than one or two songs, that
depression only gets worse.
Life really sucks when you’re
depressed, to say the least.
A few times I have even
contemplated suicide. Don’t
worry, I would never actually
do it. I don’t think I have it
in me to ever follow through
with it. And it was never
a specific song that caused
this, but an overall state of
mind. However, music is
powerful and emotionallygrabbing, whether we are
aware of it or not. It has
MYSPACE.COM affected me in ways I never

believed possible.
I met David last spring at a house
show he did in Nashville. It was an
incredible show, and afterwards I
spoke with him briefly. He is one of
the warmest and most understanding
people I have met. He seemed like
such a good guy in real life. It was the
highlight of my musical journey thus
far and I would still like to sit down
with him someday and chat.
And although I appreciate the
dedication Bazan shows to his
fans, the honesty with which he
approaches hard life topics, and the
high quality of musicianship that
he employs for the lyrics that have
come to be, in some ways, a part of
who I am, I can no longer listen to
him. Bazan described Curse Your
Branches as his break-up album
with the God of the Bible. I guess I
would describe this as my break-up
article with David Bazan.

6 Opinions
by Janessa Chupp
janessa.chupp@covenant.edu

The word "calling" is one of the
first bits of Covenant lingo that
all students adopt when they get
here. We learn to make “big C,
little c” jokes before we’re out of
O-team. The emphasis on calling
at this school is very intentional,
providing a strong framework for
the way that we view our education, our relationships, and our
future careers. We're also taught at
Covenant to examine the assumptions in the way we look at the
world, so there are a few questions
we should ask before we decide
that our preoccupation with the
notion of calling is a healthy one.
How much of our emphasis on
calling is actually self-centered?
Many classes here at Covenant remind us that we are part of an extremely individualistic society that
is obsessed with self-fulfillment.
As we explore our talents and
opportunities here at Covenant,
our idea of calling can pick up a
flavor that suspiciously resembles
that "find yourself" mentality
of our culture. We can spend so
much time examining the way we
fit into God’s plan that we become
enamored by our own abilities and
distracted from actually loving
others and finding our identity in
Christ rather than ourselves.
Similarly, does a preoccupation
with calling make us less content?
The idea of calling can, if misunderstood, cause us to be always
searching for our particular niche
in God's plan instead of embrac-
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Big “C,” Little “c”
ing the place he has us now — but
it doesn't have to. I read an article
a couple of weeks ago for my Community Development Principles
and Issues class by a woman named
Susan Classen. I was very impressed by this woman's conviction
that she had a calling placed on her
by God — and her utter lack of
fretfulness about it. "My sense of
call gives priority to using my gifts
for the good of the poor," writes
Classen in Development to a Different Drummer. "Where and how
I do that is open to change." She
has learned that her call from God

does not mean she has to figure out
exactly where he would have her —
rather, she knows that he will use
her wherever she is, and that makes
her peaceful rather than frantic.
Finally, does our emphasis on
calling undervalue sacrifice? This
is perhaps the most interesting
question, and one I've puzzled
over for the past three years. A
good Kuyperian believes that
since Jesus is Lord over all, all
callings are created equal. I have
heard often, even before coming
to Covenant, that being a farmer
or a businessman is as honor-

able a calling as being a missionary. I do agree that followers of
Christ should pursue all kinds of
vocations, and I understand what
this claim is trying to move away
from. Missionaries and pastors
can be placed on a pedestal to the
degradation of other vocations
which are also blessed by God, so
that people think that the only
way to truly serve God is by going
to the mission field. However, I
think that our rightful attempts
to acknowledge all vocations as
valuable in the sight of God can
potentially become an excuse to

avoid facing the sacrifice that
some in these positions have
made. We can relax in our easy
surroundings because “this is
where God has called us,” avoid
the uncomfortable acknowledgement that maybe he really intends for us to give some things
up, and refuse to acknowledge
our idol of comfort.
I think this has special implications for the way we view missions.
God does call people to many
different tasks, and we should
praise him for it. But sometimes
in our rush to affirm this — and
often to criticize certain mission
practices that we are now quite
sure “hurt rather than help”— we
forget something important. There
really are special kinds of sacrifice
associated with this sort of calling
as people give up the familiar comforts of home, their own culture,
and family. God has praise for
those who deny themselves for his
sake, and there are those who have
really given up a great deal to follow his call in this area. We ought
to be careful to remember that with
honor and respect, and not pretend
that their sacrifice is an easy thing.
Covenant's emphasis on calling
encourages us to use the gifts God
has given us where he has placed
us. It frees us to explore all aspects
of his creation, and it is one of the
most important ideas we can take
away from our time here. But to
be sure that it shapes us in a way
consistent with biblical thinking,
we must pay careful attention to
how it influences our worldview
in ways we barely notice.

Don’t Put the Cart Before the Horse
by Mitch Prentis
mitch.prentis@covenant.edu

As we work our way through college
and struggle with how we are going
to live our lives,
an important
distinction to
bear
in

mind is that between behavior and
belief. Too often we seem to mistakenly judge exterior behaviors as if they
were foundational beliefs.
This happens every day, when we
assume that simply because our brother takes private actions in his life that
conflict with some other way we have
chosen to live,
he must hold
some faulty
doctrinal belief — that
because his
actions
do not
line
up

with our own, he must believe
something wrong. This is simply false.
As Christians we must recognize that
actions flow from beliefs, not beliefs
from actions. Our Christian faith is
found in our mutual proclamation of
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior our
lives, not a blind adherence to social
customs and modes of behavior.
This is not to say that behavior is
wholly unimportant. The Scriptures
are clear that our actions are to
glorify our Creator and proclaim
His dominion. With this normative
ethic in place, however, we cannot
let ourselves think that we have all the
answers — that our way of living is
the “right” way and that all others
morally wrong. Application
of biblical standards to daily
life, whether we like to admit

it or not, are an act of interpretation.
And while there may well be better and
worse interpretations, it seems to betray
a distinct pompousness and lack of humility to claim your own interpretation
as the best one, and damn all others.
In some sense, this is the heart
of the Reformed tradition. We are
each to stand accountable to the
Lord, and the Lord only, for our
actions. Earthly judges and moral
legislators have no jurisdiction in
the heavenly courts of the divine.
With this in mind, each one of us
must carefully weigh how we choose
to live, and work out our own salvation with fear and trembling.
Are there moral signposts that we
are to look to in the Scriptures? Yes.
Does your moral interpretation of
God’s Word and the way you choose

to exemplify it in your life have to look
exactly the same as mine? Absolutely
not. Let us avoid this mistake, and remember that the beauty of the Christian life is that we each are enabled to
have a personal and communicative
relationship with the divine creator of
the universe. This relationship is our
bedrock; it is not in the behavioral
superstructure that we build on top.
When you see behavioral differences, talk with your brother about why
he chooses to act the way he does.
Test his belief against the foundational mandates of the scriptures —
find the fountainhead of his actions
and evaluate that. But in our haste
to pass judgement and subsequent
punishment, let us not forget what
really matters — namely, a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ.
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Mary Jane

A historical look at the controversial plant
Why do conservatives, who
champion the ideas of personal
liberty and freedom, feel that they
can judge morality on a substance
that is clearly less harmful than even
Tylenol, which directly causes the
deaths of an average of 458 people
per year? The medicinal uses are
astounding, and the future is bright
for this miracle plant, which does
so much more than provide a
high for those who are
looking for it.
The

by Josh McCord
josh.mccord@covenant.edu

What naturally occurring, God-given substance is an incredible paper
alternative (the Declaration of Independence is written on it), can be
used to make countless textiles, and
is an indisputable medical resource?
If you said the cannabis plant,
then you are correct. If
you don’t know
what I’m

talking about, then
you are probably more familiar with
its other name: marijuana. And it’s
time to decriminalize it.
Let’s take a look at the history and the facts. Marijuana was
originally criminalized in the
United States as a part of the
“Reefer Madness” scare — a
racist propaganda film that
portrayed marijuana as the
drug of the “blacks,” using baseless scare tactics
to push the plant into
illegality. Marijuana
was portrayed as making its users insane,
making its users
violent enough
to commit acts
of
murder
and
rape, and
other such
heinous
issues.
During World War II,
it became convenient for the U.S.
government to use cannabis again,
so it was re-legalized and propaganda films such as “Hemp for
Victory” were released, encouraging
farmers to grow as much hemp as
possible for the war effort. It should
be noted that you cannot get high
from industrial hemp, but it is
cultivated from cannabis. Once the
war was over, the U.S. government
began another prohibition on mari-

juana,
but
this

time
for the
exact opposite reason
that it was made
illegal in the first
place. This time, it was
not because it made its users
violent — it was because it made
them pacifists. Relaxed pot-smokers
would allow foreign governments to
take over America, the propaganda
films claimed. The moral fiber of
the youth was at stake. And so it
was again made illegal. It has been
illegal ever since.
Nixon’s so-called “War on Drugs”
funded numerous studies on marijuana, which showed that the plant
caused brain damage, among other
health related issues. However,
every study done since this time by
anyone, anywhere, has shown that
this is not the case. When the methodology of the Nixon studies were
finally released 30 years later, the
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method
was to put
masks on
keys, suffocatthem for over
minutes at a time
100 percent canand no additional
gen. This, of course,
caused monkey’s
cells to die, and that
the basis for the study.

The
drug of
alcohol is
linked directly
to 75,000 deaths a
year in the United States.
The drug of tobacco is
directly linked to killing 443,000 a
year in the United States. Marijuana
has never been directly linked as the
sole cause of death to anyone, ever
— in the entire recorded history of
man. You won’t find a single report,
and I challenge you to find one.
It doesn’t kill brain cells. It doesn’t
cause cancer like tobacco.
So why is such a “horrible” drug
still illegal? I say, mostly due to
ignorance. People don’t understand
the facts. A little bit of research,
however, sheds some light on the
answer. Further, the drug’s remaining illegal is extremely profitable for
the legal system. There is a massive
movement in the United States to
legalize cannabis right now, and
it isn’t just jobless hippies fighting
for legalization. This is a legitimate
cause.

current problem with the drug cartels is another apparent side effect
of this prohibition. How many
people have to die before it is
decided that a moral judgment
that not everyone agrees
with, swimming in misinformation, is enough to
warrant the illegality and subsequent
deaths caused
by the black
market? Don’t
forget the
prohibition
of alcohol — we
all remember how
well that went over.
The prohibition against
marijuana, much like the prohibition on alcohol, is not only wrong
but it is ineffective. Studies have
shown that it is easier for a sixth
grader to get marijuana than it is for
them to get alcohol.
My answer to the dilemma?
Legalize it. Tax it. Regulate it like
alcohol. We’ve been politically
brainwashed into thinking that its
a beast of a wholly different nature.
It’s not. It’s time to get over it.
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Sudden Glory
by John Drexler
john.drexler@covenant.edu

I have seen amazing things. I’ve seen Niagara
Falls. I’ve seen children birthed and legends
created. I’ve seen mountains shake and rivers
rumble. I even saw Styx in concert once. But
none of these compare to Matt Hudnut’s
sudden-death goal that concluded Saturday’s
homecoming soccer game against Union.
After a hard-fought battle against Union’s
defense led by the Norwegian giant Krister
Andreassen, Covenant forced an overtime
with this NAIA school (chumps...). Several minutes into the first overtime, Tyler
Morrison ripped a beautiful shot into the
net. Morrison preceded to pop his shirt off
(possibly an homage to Chris Pifer’s famous
shirt pop of yester-month). But the goal was
called back by a vomit-inducing offsides call.
Less than one minute later, in a moment of serendipitous joy, the ball found
itself back at the feet of the Scots in the
same spot of the field. Sophomore Matt
I-ain’t-no-grudge-Nut explains, “I got the
ball, paused for a minute, and thought,
‘I bet Pifer wants me to shoot.’“ By Pifer,
he meant to say “the thousand fans in
attendance for homecoming.” That’s OK,
though. I get them mixed up all the time.
He sent the ball soaring into the net from

roughly 160 yards out. Hudnut recalls the
moment: “My first thought? Crossbar. It’s
got to hit the crossbar. But then — boom. It’s
over, baby. The deed is done. Racks on racks
on racks.” The ball hurdled into the back of
the net, and the crowd went nuts-o. Said
freshman Hunter Harrison, “I started to take
my pants off. But I thought I’d probably have
to go to prison if I did. So I kept them on.”
When asked to compare this moment to
any moment in any movie, Harrison considered the last scene of Harry Potter, in which
Potter overcomes evil with good. Classic.
Hudnut provided a more nuanced comparison: Inception. “The scene where everything
is floating in super slow motion: that was the
ball. But I needed the kick to bring me back
to reality — that’s when it all sunk in.”
But I like my comparison best: Chariots
of Fire. I asked Hudnut to walk through the
similarities and differences between the last
scene of Chariots of Fire and the moment
when he was shirtless, perched atop Chris
Williams and Ian Meredith’s shoulders after
the game. “Well, I felt like a winner — like
I accomplished something. As far as differences go, I guess we were playing two different sports. I don’t know. I haven’t studied
the ending of that movie very carefully,
John. I’m not sure what to tell you.”
Well said, stud-nut. Well said.

NAOMI BELZ

Ain’t No Joke
by Shane Conette
shane.conette@covenant.edu

Knock knock... Oh, sorry, this is the
sports section, not preschool. This article
is a tribute to the ones who lit their Bagpipes on fire when reading absurd lines
from Mother Goose in the description of
sport. There is no coloring book page, but
picture this:
You have been going non-stop for 18
minutes. Your lungs feel like the Sahara, and
your thighs are on fire. You can taste the
lactic acid surging in, and you love it! If you
have ever struggled through the trails that
seem to wind uphill both ways and are in
need of an oxygen tank when you’re done,
listen up. If you play a sport and despise
cardio workouts, suicides and 17s, then you
owe your attention to the ones whose sport
is your own punishment.
The men’s and women’s cross-country
teams finished first and second respectively
in their last meet at Maryville College,
starting the season off on the right foot.
However, because of the school’s recent
transition to Division III, our teams cannot
progress past the conference meet. Nevertheless, freshman runner Kyle Benson
informed me that there are many strong
runners on the team who have a good
chance of receiving honors at the end of

the season, notably Zach Smith and Tera
Woods (both recent players of the week)
who, so far, have a convincing bid to make
the All-Conference team and Man and
Woman Runner of the Year.
Smith noted how encouraging it was
to have the support of fans this year as
his friends, the majority of his Brethren
hallmates, and even Rachel Neice, the
Assistant Resident Director of Founders,
came out to cheer. The team has definitely worked hard for this support. Zach
explained that the team has been running upwards of 50 miles a week in their
preparation to represent the school with
excellence, and that they are expected to
increase this number as the season goes on.
You still have a chance to pay your respects
to these Spartan-like athletes, who consistently
support and represent you well. There is a meet
on Saturday, October 15, at Oglethorpe University, and the Great South Conference Meet
takes place in Chattanooga on October 29.
So, Athlete, if you understand the impact that your crowd makes in the momentum of competition, if you appreciate
the surge that the 6th or 12th men give
the team on the path to victory, then
pay it forward to a fellow athlete, pay it
forward to fellow Scotsmen. If not, then
put down this article and get on with your
coloring book.

